
WEAREBORNFREE! MEDIA HOUSE:

Is a free space for all friends and enemies, and more especially LGBTIQ people, women* and
children. other marginalized groups such as Black People and People of Color and others. It 
serves as a platform to reflect and discuss on everyday issues around and beyond us.
But also as strategic space to reach those we cannot reach through street protests such as 
Voters, Donors/ Fund-raiser, Authorities, police, Neighbors, Academies, and so on politically, 
socially/ culturally and economically. The passport is HUMANITY, your willingness to reflect 
and empower each other.

Vision:
The increasing dehumanization and exploitation of humans and nature in Germany 
particularly, Europe and the entire World as a whole requires us to rethink and stand together 
for humanity.

Therefore, there is a great need for every human to reflect and act on what is happening in 
this crazy World we are living in. And how we could resist and empower each other, how to 
share and use the time and space available strategically.

Mission:
We must change the mindset, free and save it from mental slavery, unite and show solidarity 
to each other against the capitalistic ideologies and as well the whole Babylon system at all 
levels.
We must strive first for transparency by improving communication, our coordination and 
organization of the work.

We must free and liberate ourselves from mental slavery and try to reflect on the personality 
you are within and out. Before the surrounding world no matter what kind of gender, race, 
nationality, religion, education background and status we have respectively.

Therefore we are humans, who are born free and equal. Must be able to defend other 
humans “the nature and creature”.

Program:

Radio shows
Film screenings
Book readings/ spoken words
Discussions
Interviews
Workshops
Music

HUMANITY MATTERS



WEAREBORNFREE! MEDIA HOUSE:

Cafe` plus Asian and African food some times

Offer: Guided tour through the refugee historical places of resistance in Berlin

Sell merchandise: T-shirts, Bags, and Sweaters to support the work.

Provide a platform and information to people who needs:
Legal support(lawyers)
Medical assistance(doctors)
Getting together and exchanging experiences
German, English, French and Arabic conversations and tandem partners.
Counselings
Translations
Sleeping places
Studio for recording audio and making DJ

Up coming plans:
Radio internships
Film and photography internships
Exhibitions
Lectures
Spiritual healing
And many more to come

If you are want to use our platform and interested in our work feel free to contact us;

E-mails:
weinfocenter@gmail.com

Facebook:
Wearebornfree Humanity Matters

Tel/ Office:
004915213411249
Waldemarstr.46,10999 Berlin- Kreuzberg

Opening hours:
Wednesday and Friday from 3- 9pm
Weekends from 2pm- 9pm

HUMANITY MATTERS
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